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0.1. The Canonical Distance 
Let G be a connected real Lie group and let X = {X,, . . . . X,} be left 
invariant fields on G that generate the Lie algebra of G (i.e., together with 
their successive brackets linearly span at every point of G the whole 
tangent space. Xf = (XQ, f,(x) = /(gx), /E C?(G), gE G). 
Let Z(t) E G, 0 < t d 1 (I: [0, 1 J -+ G), be an absolutely continuous “path” 
on G such that i(t)=dl(17/8t)= Cf= I u,X, (p.p. TV [0, 11). I shall set 
III = J’ 
0 
{ f ,uj(t),‘}li2 dt. 
,= I 
For two points x, y E G I shall set 
d(x, y) = d,(x, y) = inf{ 111; 1(O) =x, f(1) = yj 
[the inf is taken with respect to all the paths that satisfy the above con- 
ditions]. It is well known that d( ., ) defined as above is a distance function 
on G. This distance induces the canonical topology on G (cf. [ 1,2]) and it 
is clear that this distance is left invariant, i.e., that d(gx, gy) = d(x, y) 
k,x, ye@. 
0.2. The Volume Growth 
I shall denote throughout by dg right Haar measure on G and by m(g) 
the modular function so that for every f E C?(G) we have 
s f(x-‘) dx = s f(x) m(x) dx 
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Let now 
B, = (x E G; d(x, e) < t} (0.1) 
be the t-ball on G centered at the identity element e E G and let us denote 
by y(t) = Haar measure of B,. It is easy to verify that B,-’ = B, (t > 0) and 
that therefore in the definition of y(t) we can take either the left or the right 
Haar measure. In what follows I shall need the following two facts: 
If G is not unimodular, i.e., if m(g) & 1, then there exists tx > 0 such that 
r(t) 2 cle” (t > 1). This is an easy consequence of the multiplicative nature 
of m(g) and the fact that gB,, g--‘B, c B,, i for all gE G, d(e, g) < t. 
There exists 6 = 0, 1, 2, . a non-negative integer such that C’t” 6 
y(t) < Ct* (0 < t < 1) for some C > 0. This is a non-trivial fact due to [3] 
(for an alternative proof cf. [4]). It is clear that 6 2 2 unless dim G = 0, 1. 
0.3. The Sobolev Norms 
With G, X, and m as above let 
IvXf12=lvf12=~ Ixjf12 (fe C,“(G)) 
andforanycrsRandp>llet 
I/P 
IW VII, = map(x) IVf(x)l” dx 
Here and in the rest of this paper all the LP(G) norms II IIP will be taken 
with respect to the right Haar measure dg. In this paper I shall determine 
all possible values of a, ,$ p, q for which the following Sobolev estimate 
holds: 
(sob): IIWII, 6 C llmB Vfll,; 
where C > 0 is independent off: 
.f E C,?(G), 
By testing (sob) onf,(x) = f(gx), g E G, we see that (sob) can only hold 
if l/q - u = l/p - fl and that therefore for /? = 0 we must have CI = l/q - l/p. 
Also, by left translation again, it is clear that (sob) can only hold for q >, p 
[choose q~ E C; and gj E G so that supp qn, n supp (pn, = @ and test (sob) 
on f = C Ajqg, for appropriate Aj E R]. 
On the other hand, it is easy to see (cf. Section 4 below) that (sob) holds 
for all q = p 2 1 and p # 0. From this one can easily deduce all the values of 
p, q, c(, b # 0 for which (sob) holds (cf. Section 4). Observe that from this 
and the fact that V(mPf) =mBVf +cmDf it follows also that for 8~0 we 
have 
IlWCf )II, < C llmB Vf llp; f~ CC(G) (0.2) 
for some C > 0 independent off: 
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From the above observations it follows that our problem reduces to 
finding all the q > p >/ 1 for which 
Ilm I”- ““fll, G C IIWII,; fe C,“(G) 
with a C > 0 independent of J 
An answer to this problem was given in [4, lo] when m = 1. In the case 
when m f 1 the approach to the problem is different. 
In what follows I shall, more often than not, set 
q=pnap; p<n6 +a. 
n--p 
This notation brings out the dimensional nature of the Sobolev inequality, 
n being the dimension. Recall that for G z R = iw” the Sobolev inequality 
holds if and only if q = np/(n - p), where n = dim R: 
Ilf II np/(n-p) d c IlVf llp; fEC~(W). 
0.4. The Non- Unimodular Sobolev Embedding Theorem 
In this subsection I shall assume that G, X, 6, and m are as above and I 
shall also assume that m & 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let n>p> 1, 
sob,(p): IW”“f Ilpn,~n-p~ < C llvf lIp; fECF(G) 
holds, with C > 0 independent off, if and only if n 2 6. 
It is conceivable, and indeed sometimes true, that sob,(p) holds with 
n = + co, so that we have estimates of the form 
Ilf Ilp G c IlVf llp; fECG'('3 
The validity of these estimates depends on the spectral nature of the 
operator A = -CT= i Xj and will briefly be examined in Section 4. 
Let us adopt the notation *I( lip for the LP(G; d’g) norm on Go, i.e., with 
respect to left Haar measure, and let us further denote by 
V,f =rn-“V(m”f) (~~Rf~Corn(@) 
(here Vf=(X,f, . . . . X,f) is a k-vector). Our theorem then admits the 
following equivalent formulation:. 
sobXp): *Ilf Ilpn,+pj d C *IlV,f llp; fECiT'(G) 
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for all c1 E [w and the same n > p > 1 as before. The point of this formulation 
is that this “modified gradient” satisfies V,f = sf”- ’ VXlsf: This allows us 
to deduce sobk(p,) from sobk(pz) (for any p, > p2). In the proof of our 
theorem it is therefore ‘enough to prove sob,( 1) for then sob,(p) follows 
automatically for any p > 1. (Indeed just test sob,(p,) for f = cp’ for an 
appropriate $ and then use Holder. sob,(p,) follows.) 
0.5. The Spectral Gap 
For G and X as before (with m & 1) and any s > 0 let us denote 
ktf)=j” lW2d’x-s[G Ifl’d’x; .f E COa(G). 
G 
An easy calculation then shows that llV(m”2f)l~2 = D1+(f), where 2 = 
1, > 0. When the group G is amenable we can also show that 
12/4 = sup{s; D,(f) b 0, f e C,“(G)}. 
Since we are dealing exclusively with connected Lie groups, amenable 
means that G/Rad(G) is compact. (Rad(G) is the maximal closed connected 
normal soluble subgroup of G; cf. [6, 123.) 
For arbitrary G and X as before we shall define the spectral gap by 
<=t,=supjs;D,(f)bO,f EC;(G)} (0.3) 
and denote D(f)=D&f) (fECF(G)). 
With the above notations our main theorem for an amenable group G 
and p = 2 can be reformulated as following: The estimate 
*IIf II:+*, G C@f ); fECoZ(G) (0.4) 
holds if and only if n > 6 (provided of course that < > 0). 
When G is not amenable the estimate (0.4) still holds in some important 
special cases. Let us assume that G is semisimple and let T c L& be a 
maximal compactly imbedded subalgebra of JZ’~ (the Lie algebra of G). I 
shall assume that the Laplacian A defined by X is T invariant. To be more 
explicit let Y, = (ad Y)X, (j= 1, . . . . k; YE T) and let us denote (ad Y) A = 
- J$= i (X, Y, + Y,X,) the “canonical” image of the Laplacian A by ad Y. 
The assumption that we make on X= (X,, . . . . X,) is that the differential 
operator (ad Y) A is identically zero for all YE T. Under the above con- 
ditions we shall show that the estimate (0.4) still holds. All this has a very 
strong semisimple and therefore algebraic flavour. 
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0.6. Symmetric Spaces 
Let now S be a Riemannian symmetric space of the noncompact type (cf. 
[ 141). Further let L be a second-order differential operator on S without 
constant term that is hypoelliptic and formally positive self adjoined with 
respect to the Riemannian volume element dV on S [i.e., the scalar product 
(.,.) of L*(S;dV) satisfies (th g)=(f, Lg), (r.f)30, f, gEC;(S)]. L 
will be assumed to be invariant under the group of isometries of S. A good 
example of such an operator is of course the canonical Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on S. 
We shall define the spectral gap and the corresponding quadratic form as 
before: 
We can also define 6 = 6, a positive integer by the volume growth of 
“appropriately small balls” defined by the operator L on S. The exact 
definition will be given in Section 5.3. Observe, however, that when L is an 
elliptic operator we have 6 = dim S. We have then: 
THEOREM. Let S, L, D = D, and S as above and let 2 <n E R be given. 
Then the estimate 
llfll :n,n - 2) d CD(f); f E C,“(S) 
holds with a constant C > 0 independent off if and only if n > 6. The norm 
/I lip is of course taken in Lp(S; dV). (See note added in proof.) 
1. THE STRUCTURE AND THE HAAR MEASURE ON 
NON-UNIMODULAR LIE GROUPS 
1.1. The Product Structure and the Mixed Norms 
In this section G and m are as above in Section 0 and I shall assume that 
m f 1, i.e., that G is a non-unimodular Lie group. 
I shall denote throughout by G = Ker m = {g E G; m(g) = 1 }, which is a 
normal closed unimodular Lie group. I shall denote by & (t E (7) the 
Haar measure of G and I shall make systematic use of the standard 
disintegration formula (that is valid for every f 2 0) 
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where d’g is left Haar masure on G and where P E G is any point such that 
m(a) =x. [In the formulas we have implicitly identified G/G with the real 
line R.] One easily deduces that the modular function m(g) can be defined 
by the formula 
for all these facts cf. [ 51. 
Let now XE T,(G) be a fixed element of the Lie algebra of G that is not 
tangent to G, and let R = (exp(tX); t E 1w) be the one-parameter subgroup 
that it generates. R is then a closed subgroup [indeed 1, + + m; g, = 
expj t,,X) -+ e implies m( g,) = At, + 0, I # 0: a contradiction] and of course 
(since m(R) = R) G n R = (e) so that G = G X R is a semidirect product 
decomposition of G (cf. [6] for a formal definition). 
The formula (1.1) can be interpreted as a “Fubini product type of for- 
mula” for the Haar measure of G in terms of the decomposition G = G X R. 
Using this decomposition, mixed norms (cf. [7]) can then be defined for 
l<p,q<+co: 
PI4 == Im”4f(t~)IY dt: dx; f~ C,“(G). 
Here, once more, I identify R with the real line iR and dx on R with the 
Lebesgue measure on R. 
1.2. The Volume Growth on C? 
Let G and G be as above, let X= {X,, . . . . A’,} be as in Section 0, and let 
d( ., ) be the distance induced on G by X as in Section 0.1. 
Let B, = {XE G; d(e, x) B t} c G be the t-ball induced on ~7 by the 
distance d. We then have: 
PROPOSITION. There exists c1> 0 such that rC(B,) 2 aear (t > l), where Ci 
indicates the Haar measure of G. 
Proof. Let B, c G be as in (0.1). By the formula ( 1.1) it follows that (cf. 
Section 0.2) 
y(t) = i, m[GnC’B,] dx, 
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where i is as in (1.1). It is clear that there exists some CI > 0 such that 
G n Y’B, = (zr if 1x1 > at. It is equally clear that the diameter of G n R-‘B, 
(for the distance d( ., .)) satisfies diam(Gn K’B,) < 2t. We conclude 
therefore that y(t) < 2atfi(B,,). Our proposition is therefore a consequence 
of the fact that y(t) grows exponentially (cf. Section 0.2). 
2. THE GLOBAL MIXED NORM ESTIMATE 
2.1. The Convolution Semigroup on G. (This section and Proposition 2.3 is 
the “heart of the matter”.) 
In this section G, G, X, and B, c G will be as before so that we have 
y(t) = ti(B,) 2 @ear; t>l (2.1) 
for some fixed tl> 0. I shall also denote by X, the characteristic function of 
B, c G (t > 0). I shall consider functions of the form 
FCt)= f Aj7(j)-' Xj(t)i 5 E G 
j= I 
normalised by c,E, Aj = 1 (Aj 3 0, j = 1, 2, . ..) so as to have 
F((5)=F(5~‘)EL”nL’(G); 
i 
F(r) d4: = 1. 
G 
I shall consider the convolution powers F*“(l) of F on G. We have then: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For all A, B > 0 it is possible to choose the ,lj > 0 
(~'2 l), as above, so as to have 
llf’*‘Wl~~~~ = O(n-A’2); 
I dB(e, 5) F(t) d5 -c + co. (2.2) G 
Proof Let us denote by sk = z. ,ak A, (k= 1, 2, . ..). We have then (cf. [4, 
Sect. 13.21) 
llF*“ll m d C[exp( - CN) + N(j$k))-‘1; n, k 2 1, N= N(n, k) = risk. 
On the other hand, the condition (2.2) will certainly be verified as 
soon as 
f +‘s, < +co 
n=l 
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It follows therefore, by a slight modification of the argument in [4,8], 
that the condition (2.2) can be verified and that we can also have (with the 
same s(t) and the same notations as in [S]) 
From this and (2.1) the proposition follows at once. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let p, q, B > 0 be such that q > p >, 1. Then there exist 
~EC~(G) (cp f 0) ~~~O<F(~)=F(~-‘)EL~~L’(G) such that 
where C > 0 is independent off: 
In fact when p > 1 we can take cp to be an arbitrary function in Cc(G). 
When p = 1, cp can be taken to be any function of the form cp, * (p2, (pl, 
92 E comm 
Proof. Let 0 < F(4) = F(t - ‘) E L’(G) be arbitrary but such that 
SC F(l) dr = 1 and let A, = A be the L* (bounded) operator defined by 
Af=f-f*FEL’; f E L*(G), 
i.e., convolution by (6 -F). Let now p > 1 be fixed and let F be chosen to 
satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.1 for some large A and B. By the 
general theory developed in [4,9] it follows then that for all q > p that 
satisfies l/q 6 l/p-2/A we have 
Ilf * (ally d C IlAf lIp; f E C,-(G) 
for some C > 0 independent off (cp E C?(G) is fixed but arbitrary). 
For p = 1 we have instead 
Ilf * (PIly,m G C IIAf lIp; f E CW) 
and the same conditions on p and q, where II /Iy,” is the weak type 
(Lorentz) norm. It follows therefore that (for fixed but arbitrary cp, 
*E Cot(G)) 
Ilf * cp * $11, d Ilf * cpll,,, lItill.,,r 6 C IIAf Ilp 
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with 0 < l/r = l/q + l/s - I < 1, where again 11 IIX,B indicates the 
appropriate Lorentz norms; cf. [ 111. 
To obtain the proposition from the above it is enough to observe that 
2.2. The Mixed Norm Estimate 
In this section G, G, X= {Xi, . . . . X,} will be as before and the mixed 
LpLy norms will be as in Section 1.1. Let FE L” n L’( f?) be chosen to 
satisfy the condition of Proposition 2.2 for some fixed q > p and B = p, and 
some fixed cp E C?(G). For any f~ C,“(G) I shall then (abusively) denote 
by 
which is the convolution of S with the measure cp dt that is a singular 
(“lamina”) measure supported in G. 
A simple use of the product formula (1.1) and of Proposition 2.2 then 
implies that 
IIf *CPII 5LU d c s s If(x) -f(x5)lp F(t) d’x dt; .f E COm(G), rcc CGG 
(2.3) 
where d’x is left Haar measure on G. We have in fact: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let q > p 3 1. Then there exist cp E CF( (7) and C > 0 
such that 
Ilf * dl LPLI < c IIV(m”Pf)~/ U(G) 
Proof: The proposition follows from the fact that d’x=m(x) dx, from 
(2.3), and from the estimate 
5 I Iv(x) - &5)1” f’(5) dx d< Q C JIVp/I ;; cp E COm(G), (2.4) XSG ~EC 
where C>O is independent of cp [we apply (2.4) to cp =m’lpf]. 
The estimate (2.4) is a consequence of (2.2) and of [4, Sect. 12.2). In fact 
a slight modification of the argument in [4, Sect. 12.21 has to be made to 
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make the proof work for arbitrary p. (In [4, Sect. 12.21 it was only done 
for p = 1, 2.) The reader will be able to supply the details for himself, I am 
sure. (It is only a question of choosing an appropriate B > 0 in (2.2).) 
We are finally in a position to give the following technical LpLy estimate. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let q 3 p > 1 and r 3 p. Then there exist II/ E C,“(G) 
($20, t,b & 0) and C>O such that 
IV * *II I,‘,!,4 G c /lv~l’Pf)llLJ; f E C:(G) 
The main difference with the previous proposition is of course the fact 
that now $ is a genuine C,“(G) function on G and not a singular “lamina” 
measure on G. 
Proof. I shall fix some semidirect product decomposition G = G X R 
with R= {exp(tY); -cc < t-c +co} for some YET,(G)\T,(G) (as in Sec- 
tion 1.1). I shall also fix XE C?(R) (x f 0). I shall also identify x with the 
measure x dx (that is singular in G), where dx is a Lebesgue measure on 
RE [w. 
Let now f E C,“(G) be arbitrary, but fixed, and let us denote by X= 
Ly( G) which is a Banach space and by Lp( R; X) the space of X-valued real 
functions in Lp. I shall define then two functions F, @ E Lp( I&!; X) by 
F(x) = f({x) E Lq(G; dt) (x~Rgb-8) 
and 
G(x) = F(x) m”“(x) (x E R). 
[I systematically identify here R with R via our semidirect product decom- 
position G = G X R.] 
It is then clear that 
ll@ll .Lq R;X) = llfll LPLY. 
On the other hand, the function x (or the measure x dx if you prefer) can 
convolve any element !PYE Lp([w; X). This convolution is defined by the 
vector integral 
Y*X(x)=y Wx - Y) X(Y) &. --if 
By an easy calculation we see that we have then 
@ * x(x) = (F * x,)(x) WI”~(X); XER, 
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where ~~(x)=m-“~(x) x(x) (XE W). What is also true, and is just a vector 
version of Young’s theorem, is that with 0 < l/r = l/p + l/s - 1, 
On the other hand, it is clear that we can identify F * x1 E L’ n L”( [w; X) 
with HEC,“(G) by 
fw=Wx)=j f(5xY-‘MA&; g=txEG,xeR,<EG 
R 
and H can be identified with f* x1, where this (with the usual 
identification of x, with a measure on G) is ordinary convolution on G. 
Combining all the above we obtain 
Ilf* Xl II&q = IIW;,, 
‘I4 
= JH((x) m”“(x)lY d5 dx 
= I II@ * x(~)IL~G~ dx R 
= II@ * XII&W;X) G c IlfII$Lu; fEC,"(G) 
for some C that is independent of f: Using the above estimate with 
f= fi * q, where f, E C?(G) is arbitrary and where cp E C:(G) satisfies the 
conditions of Proposition 2.3, we finally obtain 
Ilf * cp * XII ~‘~4 G C IIYm’!f III y; fEC,"(GL 
where (PE C:(C), XE C?(R) are fixed and are identified to the 
corresponding measures on G. But clearly 
(6 cp * x> = j/ e(b) dt) x(x) d5 dx; 0 E C?(G). 
Therefore cp * x, viewed as a measure, can be identified to $ dg, where 
4vg) = (P(5) x(x) (g=rx;ceG,xER) 
and we clearly have II/ E C;(G). Our proposition is proved. 
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3. THE LOCAL ESTIMATE AND THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
I have already proved in [4, Sect. 61 that, with the same notations as 
before, we have for any n z 6; n > p 3 1 that 
* 1l.f II pn/(nmp) dC C*ll?fll, +*ll.fll,l; .f E C,r(G), 
where C > 0 is independent off‘and where * 11 l/r indicates the norms in the 
spaces L’(G; d’g) [i.e., with respect to left Haar measure]. It is also impor- 
tant to observe that we also have [cf. the line before (0.2) and Section 4 
below] 
*Ilwll, + *Ilfll, d cCIIv~‘~pfNp + *Ilfll,l; f E C;(G) 
with C > 0 independent off: 
The above estimates will be tested -on functions of the form f = 
f, -f, * ti with.f,, $ECF(G). 
Observe that quite generally for any FE C,“(G) and any measure 
p E M(G) on G we have 
(m”“F) *I* = m”P(F * v); 
v=m 1’p~ :f *Ax)=J’SW1M4g); 
I 
.f~c,“(G) . 1 
Observe that for any X left invariant field on G and any f, cp E C,“(G) we 
have X(f*(~)=f*(Xq) [hereS*cp=f*p with dp=cpdx], and also 
p$dx=O. 
From the above observations it follows that (for p 2 1) we have 
IIV[m”V, -.f, * Il/)lll, 6 IIVml’Pf,)Ilp + II(mlipf,) * Ql,, 
where 6’ E C?(G) satisfies lG 8 dx = 0. We have also 
*llh -f, * till, = Ilm “pCfi * (6-Ic/)lIl, = ll(mLipf,) *APT 
where I = rn”J’[h - $1 (with the usual identification of $ with the measure 
$ dx). It follows therefore that if I make the assumption that 1 rn%+b dx = 1 
then we have 
*IlVfll, + *llfll, 6 lIV(m”pf~‘filIp 
2 
+ C ll(m”Pf,i) * p,llp; pb L 
*=I 
where pi are two compactly supported measures on G (that only depend on 
$ and p) that satisfy the condition Jc; dpi = 0. 
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At this point we shall use the theory developed in [4, especially 
Sect. 12.21 and conclude that 
* IlVfll, + * llfll p d c IIv+mllp~ 
where C depends on $ and p but is independent off, . 
The final upshot of the above contortions is that for any p > 1, any n 2 6, 
n > p, and any II/ E C,“(G) such that fG rn’lp$ dx = 1, there exists C > 0 such 
that 
*IIf II np/(n-p) 6 *IIf* ~llnp,(n~p) + *Iv-f* ~Ilnp,(n-p) 
6 CC*llf* $Ilnpl+pj + IIVm”p~)llpl; f~ C,“(G). (3.1) 
We can now give a proof of our theorem in Section 0.4. Indeed let n, p be 
as in the theorem and set r = q = np/(n - p) in Proposition 2.4. We can then 
find some $ that satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.4, as well as (3.1). 
The estimate sob,(p) then follows at once. [Observe that quite generally 
we have lIqII L7Lr = *IIds, cp E C,“(G), ~3 1.1 
4. THE OPTIMAL NATURE OF THE INDICES 
4.1. The Spectral Estimates with p = 2 
Let X be a left invariant field on G, then there exists A= 1, E R! such that 
Xm = Am. This is simply because m is a multiplicative function on G. 
From this we conclude that 
IIWW)IIZ = IWWI~ + A2a2 IlmYll: 
+ ia 
I 
m*“.%‘( IfI ‘) dx; f~ C?(G); u E R. 
G 
Therefore by a simple integration by parts we have 
and therefore also for any collection of fields X= (Xi, . . . . X,) as in 
Section 0.1 we have 
IIVWI i = IW VI i - ~?G* IlmYll~; f-e COm(G) 
with 2: =C A$, >O (provided of course that m f 1). It follows in 
particular that we have 
580/86/l-3 
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for some p > AX and some CI # 0 if and only if 
llfllz G c 119fll2; V’fE c:(G) (4.1) 
for some C > 0 independent of,f: By standard spectral theory, on the other 
hand, it is clear that (4.1) holds if and only if for every (or simply for some) 
t > 0 there exists E > 0 such that 
lk~‘4fll2 6(1 -8) llfll2; Vf E C,“(G). 
Since, on the other hand, em ” is a left invariant operator [i.e., e-“f= 
f* rp, for some 0 < qt E C”, s cpt dx = l] it follows by the standard theory 
(cf. [12, Chap. 8, Sect. 3.71) that (4.1) holds if and only if G is not 
amenable. Observe also that, when G is not amenable, we can deduce from 
(4.1) the apparently stronger conclusion that the L* operator norm of e-l’ 
is O(e-“) for some a > 0. 
4.2. The Case p # 2 
Let G and X= {X,, . . . . Xk} be as in Section 0.1 and let us assume that G 
is not unimodular, i.e., that m f 1. For any a # 0 and p > 1 there exists 
then C > 0 such that 
s If(g)1 ’ m”(g) dg d C jG lvfl p m”(g) dg; f E C,“(G). (4.2) 
Indeed we have the stronger assertion that for any left invariant field X 
on G such that Xm # 0 (and a # 0) 
s If(g m’(g) dg G C j WI” m”(g) &; f E C,“(G). (4.3) 
The easiest way to see this is to consider the semidirect product decom- 
position G = G X R, R = {exp( tX); t E R} (cf. Section 1.1) associated to the 
field X and the corresponding disintegration of the Haar measure (cf. (1.1)) 
The estimate (4.3) is then a consequence of the elementary inequality 
(that holds for each A # 0, p 2 1) 
s CCC lcp(t)lP e”‘dt loo 
GC(k p)ji: I$‘p(f)lre”dt; ~IEC;([W) (4.4) 
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for some C = C(& p) > 0. To see (4.4) we can make the change of variable 
e’ = X. The inequality (4.4) reduces then to the following classical inequality 
of Hardy (cf. [ 13, Appendix A-41): 
C(4.4) can also be proved directly]. With cc = 1 the estimate (4.2) gives 
*Ilfll, d c *IIvfllp; f E C,“(G), 
where as before *II lip indicates the P-norm with respect to left Haar 
measure. 
More generally we can deduce from (4.2) that the estimate (sob) 
of Section 0.3 holds for all a, /I, p, 4 that satisfy /I #O; q =np/(n- p); 
l/q - a = l/p - fl with n > p, 6 <n < + co. To see this we can use our main 
theorem together with (4.2) and (0.2). But in fact the proof of the estimate 
(sob) when /I #0 is much easier. Indeed for n > pa 1 we have, with the 
same notations as in Section 3, 
*II’pII vl(n-P) G c [I*IIwp + *ll4ol/pl; cp E C,“(G). (4.5) 
If, on the other hand, we set cp = &BP “lPf with /I # 0 we see from the 
above that the right-hand side of (4.5) is dominated by C JlmBVfll, and 
this gives the result. 
4.3. The Index 6 
Let us assume that the estimate (sob) of Section 0.3 holds for some a, 8, 
p, and q. Let 
f,(x)=(t-d(e,x))+; t > 0, x E G, 
where d( .,.) is the distance defined in Section 0.1 and a + = max[a, 01. If 
we test the estimate (sob) on the functions f, (0 < t < 1) and use the fact 
that y(t) x ts (0 < t < 1) (cf. Section 0.2) we deduce at once that t’ +*‘9 < 
Ctd’p- 0 < t < 1 for some C > 0 independent of t. From this it follows at 
once’that in our theorem the estimate sob,(p) can only hold if n > b. 
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5. THE SPECTRAL GAP AND THE MODIFIED QUADRATIC FORM 
5.1. General Considerations 
Let A4 be a C” manifold assigned with some fixed smooth measure dx 
and let X= (X,, . . . . X,) be a family of C” fields on M. For any field Y on 
M I denote as usual by div YE C”(M) a function that is defined by 
l,,, [ Yf- (div Y)f] dx = 0 (f~ C,“(M)) so that the formal adjoined of the 
differential operator Y is Y* = - Y + div Y. Let us denote by i,, = div X, 
and let 
A=cX$Y,= -~X,‘+~~j~i 
I i I 
be the “Laplacian” formed by the fields x’. For any f, cp E C”(M) let us 
denote 
and let us observe that (as long as cp > 0) 
Ib12 A(l/cp)= -s-2,; 
cp 
On the other hand, we clearly have 
= i M CC’ Aq+cpp2 lV(p12] lfl’dx. 
Collecting all these identities together we see that 
i M 
(pp2 IV(qf)12dx=?:, lVf12dx-/M If12qA(cpp’)dx. 
We have thus proved the following 
PROPOSITION. Let 0 < cp E C Oc (M) be such that A (cp ~ ’ ) = 2cp ~ ’ for some 
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1 E IF8 (i.e., we assume that rp ~ I is a positive eigenfunction of the Laplacian 
A). We then have 
I M ‘p-* lV(~f)lzdx=jM lVflZdx-2 I, Ifl’dx 
= D>(f ); Vf E C?(M). 
Let us assume that the fields X satisfy the Hormander condition so that 
A is a hypoelliptic operator. Let us also identify A with its closure on 
L’(M; dx) under Dirichlet boundary conditions so that sp(A) c CO, + co). 
Let 5 = r, = inf(s; s E Sp(A)) (this of course is consistent with the notation 
of Section 0.6). The following fact is then well known and easy to prove: 
Let [E I&! be given. We can then find a positive eigenfunction 0 < 0 E 
C”(M), Ae=j6’if and only if c<[. 
I shall only need the trivial one-half of the above assertion (i.e., the 
existence of 9*[< <), and this is essentially contained in one of the 
arguments of [ 151. 
5.2. Lie Groups and the Modular Function 
Let G, X=(X,, . . . . A’,), V = V,, and d’g = m(g) dg be as before and let 
E,2 0 be defined by (Vm( = Im. When G is unimodular we have m = 1 and 
i = 0. If we bear in mind that div Xj = 0 (with respect to right measure dg) 
we see that 
j 
G 
IVfl’d’x= j fdfd’x; 
G 
Af= - i X,‘-m-1 
i 
i (Xim)(Xif) 
/=I /=I 1 
=,-112 ( -t, X,’ + f) W’s). 
[Observe that we have (-x,“= i X,T)m” = -12rx2ma for any c( E R.] With 
the above definition of A we clearly have 
Am” = &mix; 1, = [a - (4 + cc)‘] 12, a E R. (5.1) 
ma (CI E R) are therefore positive eigenfunctions of the above Laplacian and 
for c( = - t we obtain 1 ~ l/2 = A2/4 which therefore, for amenable groups (cf. 
Section 4.1), satisfies A_ 1,2 = inf{s; s E Sp(A)}. (Here we identify A with its 
Dirichlet closure.) In other words, m-l’* is a “ground state” of A. 
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5.3. Symmetric Spaces 
Let G be a connected non-compact semisimple group and let G = S. K 
be the Iwasawa decomposition of G, where S is soluble and Z c K with 
K/Z compact, Z being the discrete center of G. One then usually identifies 
S with the symmetric space G 1 K= (gK; g E G) = 2 (for all this cf. 
[ 14, 161). We shall make this identification and identify the left Haar 
measure d’s on S with the G-invariant measure da on .Y. Any second-order 
G-invariant differential operator L on C without constant term can then be 
identified with a differential operator on S of the form 
where the Xi are left invariant fields on S. Furthermore if L is assumed to 
be formally self adjoined with respect to d’s then the matrix (a,,) has to be 
symmetric. By changing the basis of left invariant fields we can therefore 
suppose then L can be written L = c,“=, .zjX,*ACi, where (Xi, . . . . X,,) is an 
appropriate basis of left invariant fields on G and si = f 1 or 0. (X;” is as 
usual the formal adjoint of X, with respect to d’g, i.e., X,* = -X, + some 
constant term.) If I further assume that L is formally positive (cf. Sec- 
tion 0.6) then sj = 1 or 0. I shall finally also assume that L is hypoelliptic so 
that, all in all, 
L = 2 x;“x,, (5.2) 
,= I 
where X = X, = (Xi, . . . . X,) are generators of the Lie algebra of S. We have 
then 
(U f) = i, Ivxfl 2 d’s; .fE C,“(S) 
and we conclude that tL the spectral gap of L on C (cf. (0.5)) satisfies 
5L = rx, where lx is as in (0.4). The above identifications of course also 
give a proof of the theorem in Section 0.6 provided that we choose the 
6 = 6, to be the 6 that we had in (0.4). In fact the above proof shows that 
our theorem holds as soon as the symmetric space contains a nontrivial 
noncompact factor. 
It is of some independent interest to examine the “ground state” of L on 
C. We can of course identify the modular function m(s) on S with a 
function m(a) on C and m-1’2(a) is then a ground state in the sense that 
LmP’j2 = tLrn -II2 More generally for t( E R we have Lm’ = ;L,m’ (with the , 
notations of (5.1)). But then for every a E [w the function 
n,(o) = [ m”(ka) dk; rrcc 
“K 
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(ka indicates the action of G on C) is spherical on z and is clearly also an 
eigenfunction: Ln, = ,lanz. For c1= - l/2 the ground state n- 1,2 is in 
addition a bounded spherical function. None of the above facts will be 
needed again. The reader who wishes to verify these observations for 
himself should consult [14] or [17]. 
5.4. Semisimple Groups 
Let G be a connected non-compact semisimple group as in the previous 
section. Let G = S . K be an Iwasawa decomposition of G and let Z c K be 
the discrete center of G. Let us fix X= (X,, . . . . X,) be a family of left 
invariant fields on G and let A = - c,“= 1 X,’ be the Laplacian they generate 
(observe that G is unimodular). I shall assume that A is K-right invariant, 
i.e., that (Afk)= (Af)k (k~ K, f EC”(G); fk(x)= f(xk), XEG). By the 
compactness of Ad,(K) it is clear that there always exists some X= 
(X,, . . . . X,) that generates the Lie algebra of G as in Section 0.1 and for 
which the induced Laplacian A has the above invariance property. We shall 
call such a family X= (X,, . . . . X,) an admissible family of fields. 
For an admissible family X as above the corresponding Laplacian A 
induces then an invariant operator L on the symmetric space C = G/K that 
has all the properties of Section 5.3 (cf. [14]). We then have: 
PROPOSITION. The spectral gap rx defined by the fields X as in (0.3) and 
the spectral gap l, defined by L on 2 as in (0.5) satisfy rx = tL. 
Proof: We shall first show that tL 6 tX. Indeed there exists 0 < 
0 E Cm(C) such that LB = (,0 (enough to set 0(a) = m-“*(s) with the iden- 
tification of S with E and m the modular function of S). The function 
90 176 Cm(G), where I7: G + z is the canonical projection, satisfies then 
A(6’o n) = t,(00 ZZ) and this together with the remarks at the end of Sec- 
tion 5.1 gives the required inequality tL d [,. If we make the additional 
hypothesis that K is compact in G then the converse inequality tX < CL is 
an immediate consequence of the identity 
Let us therefore consider c = G/Z = S. g, where K= K/Z is compact, 
and let %= (2,) . . . . fk) be the induced fields on G. It all amounts therefore 
to showing that 5, Q 5%. This last fact can be seen by an easy adaptation 
of the proof of Theorem 1 in [ 181 and is a consequence of the amenability 
of z. 
Let now m(s) be the modular function of S and let us alo denote 
abusively m(g)=m(s)ECcO(G), where g=sk (gEG, SGS, kEK). It then 
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follows from the above considerations and Section 5.3 that Am -‘I2 = 
txrn ~ ‘I2 and therefore also 
o(f)- Ilvflli- 5 Ilfll: = IImp1’2 V(m’Y)ll~. 
THEOREM. Let G be a semisimple connected non-compact Lie group. Let 
X be an admissible family of fields on G and let 5 = (, be the corresponding 
spectral gap. Let n > 2. Then there exists C > 0 such that 
IlfIIin,(-2) ~CWf); .t”~ C,“(G) (5.3) 
if and only if n >, 6. 
The integer 6 in the theorem is of course determined by the fields X as in 
Section 0.2. The operator L induced by A on 2 gives rise to another integer 
6, which is the 6 for which the theorem of Section 0.6 holds for the 
operator L. ds is also determined by the fact that ys(t) - t”S (t -+ 0), where 
ys(t) is the volume of the small balls B,(t) c S on S defined by the fields 
X=X, of (5.2). The first thing that we must verify is that 6 > 6,. To see 
this, let B(t) c G be the balls defined as in (0.1) by the fields X and let us 
identify B,(t) with subsets of z. There exists then c > 0 such that 
mact)) = B,(t); o<t<1, (5.4) 
where I7: G -+ ,Y is the canonical projection. To see this last fact it helps to 
give an equivalent definition of the balls of (0.1) that stems directly from 
the differential operators A on G and the corresponding induced operator 
L on z; cf. [ 191 for such a definition. The fact that 6 > 6, follows directly 
from (5.4). The details will be left to the reader. 
Let us assume first that the center Z of the group G is trivial so that K is 
a compact subgroup. It is then clear from Section 5.3 that we have 
lIf4:,,,,-2, Gcmfom; fECOZ(C) (5.5) 
if and only if n 3 6,. 
LetnowfEC,“(G)befixedandletf,(g)=S,f(gk)dkandf,=f-f,. 
The seminorm D"'(f) is clearly K-right invariant, and from (5.5) we 
obtain therefore 
llfi II:n,(n-2, ~cwl)~c~(f); f‘ E Ci3G) (5.6) 
as long as n 2 6,. For n > 6, on the other hand (cf. [4]), we have 
Ilf2 II 2n/(n - 2) --. ~ccllvf2ll: + llf2ll:l G CCWf2)+ llf2ll3 
G CCW-) + 4fi) + llfi II :I 
G CCWf) + Iv-2 II :I. (5.7) 
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Let us now denote by p the normalized Haar measure of the compact 
group K and identify p E P(G) so that 
f* =f* (is-p)=m -“*[(fm”*) * (6 - p)] 
=m-“2[fp * (6-p)]; cp=m1’2f, f EC,“(G). 
By the estimate (12.17) of [4] we have therefore 
llf,ll~ < IW”*Cq * (J-P)III?GC Ilm~1’2Vdl~ 
d CD(f); f E COm(G). (5.8) 
If we combine (5.6), (5.7) (5.8) we have a proof of (5.3) (for n > 6) in the 
special case when Z = {O}. 
The general case follows easily from this. Indeed let G = G/Z = 3. K, 
where 3 g S and KE K/Z is compact. For any continuous compactly 
supported f let us denote 
f(s)= { c 1/(,,12}‘-*: gEG. 
ZCZ 
Clearly 7 can be identified with a positive function on G and we have 
Ilf II LP(GJ d jlfll U(~j. Observe now that [VT1 EL” and that we have m(g) = 
m( gz) (g E G, z E Z). It follows that 
IVx(ml’~)I = IVX(Fj)l Q lVx(m1’2f)l -. 
This is because the expression f is given by an L2-norm, and the “gradient 
of this norm is dominated by the norm of the gradient.” Observe also that 
V commutes with the action of Z. The upshot (once more because of 
m(g)=m(gz)) is that (Im-“*V(m1’*~)I12 < I~m-1’2V(m1’2f)~~2 (~-EC;(G)). 
The proof of (5.3) for fe C,“(G) is therefore reduced to the proof of (5.3) 
for 7 on c. i: being a group with trivial center we are back in the previous 
special case. 
Remark. If we analyse the proofs of this section we see that we have 
proved a more general result: 
Let G be a connected Lie group such that there exist two close sub- 
groups S, Kc G for which the mapping (s, k) -+ sk (s E S, k E K) is a dif- 
feomorphism of S x K onto G. Let us assume that S is amenable and that K 
contains a discrete amenable normal subgroup D such that K/D is com- 
pact. Let us further assume that m the modular function of G satisfies 
m(k) = 1 (k E K). Observer that every simply connected Lie group G admits 
such a decomposition (use the Levi-Mal’Eev theorem [6] and the Iwasawa 
decomposition [ 141). 
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Further let A’= (X,, . . . . A’,) be a family of fields on G (as in Section 0.1) 
that is such that the corresponding Laplacian A = CT= 1 Xj*Xj on G is 
K-right invariant (in the sense that Afk = (Af)k as above). The conclusion 
is that in the present general situation the estimate (0.4) still holds. This 
unifies the previous two cases (amenable and semisimple) for which we 
have proved that estimate. Indeed it is a well-known fact that every finite- 
dimensional representation rc of a semisimple group G (rc: G -+ G,!,,(R)) 
kills the center (7~ (center of G) = I). From this and the standard 
Levi-Mal’Eev decomposition it follows that in every simply connected Lie 
group that is not amenable we can find some choice of left invariant fields 
x= (A-,) . ..) X,,) as above for which the estimate (0.4) holds. The details are 
not altogether trivial but will be left for the reader. 
Note added in proof: N. Lohoue has obtained since (cf. [20]) a far-reaching generalization 
of this theorem. 
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